
AP Lit & Comp
9/30 & 10/1 ‘19
1. Finish thematic thesis statements for BNW

2. Share your top two choices

3. Intro to essay #3:  the open ended prompt

4. College app essay examples - discuss

5. Socratic seminar next class…



Thesis statements

▪Go back to the themes slide show on Classroom.

▪Look at the themes on your slide that you were turning 

into thematic thesis statements.

▫Add evidence of how Huxley gets this theme across in 

the novel. (Can be bullet points) 

▸(This could be specific examples of scenes or 

descriptions from the text, examples of character 

development/growth, etc.)

▪When you’re finished, choose your two favorites and 

highlight them.  We’ll share out in a few minutes.



Thematic Thesis Statement Template

▪The _______________   ___________________, by
(name the specific genre)                 (title of text) 

_________________  is about  ________________

(author’s full name) (topic/abstract concept)

and reveals _________________________________.

(assertion about human condition = AKA: theme)

▪The novel Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley is about a 

futuristic society controlled by conformity and reveals  

individuality is essential to maintaining worthwhile human 

existence.



Example

▪Thesis: The novel Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley 

depicts a futuristic society controlled by conformity, ultimately 

revealing individuality is essential to maintaining worthwhile 

human existence.

▫Humans are manufactured, genetically engineered to fit into 

one of five caste levels.  

▸This ensures conformity.  As a result, people are blindly 

satisfied with their reality.

▫To further ensure “happiness,” citizens of Huxley’s world are 

conditioned to use a tranquilizing drug called soma.

▸This ensures that no one steps out of line or becomes 

“dissatisfied” with their station in life. 



Thesis statements

▪Go back to the themes slide show on Classroom.

▪Look at the themes on your slide that you were turning 

into thematic thesis statements.

▫Add evidence of how Huxley gets this theme across in 

the novel. (Can be bullet points) 

▸(This could be specific examples of scenes or 

descriptions from the text, examples of character 

development/growth, etc.)

▪When you’re finished, choose your two favorites and 

highlight them.  We’ll share out in a few minutes.



Essay #3 – The Open-Ended Essay

▪Also known as: the open ended question or the free response essay.  

This essay focuses specifically on theme.

• This essay will give you a specific prompt and you will choose a 

piece of literature to use when addressing that prompt.  

• College Board will always provide you with a list of approximately 

20 works to choose from; however, you can also choose any work of 

literary merit from your mental arsenal to use, even if it’s not on the 

list.

• The anchor texts we read this year will fit a number of likely 

prompts. Additionally, you will prep with novels you’ve read from 

other years as well.



Essay #3 – Sample Prompts

• Novels and plays often depict characters caught between colliding cultures -

- national, regional, ethnic, religious, institutional. Such collisions can call a 

character’s sense of identity into question. Select a novel or play in which a 

character responds to such a cultural collision. Then write a well-organized 

essay in which you describe the character’s response and explain its 

relevance to the work as a whole.

• One of the strongest human drives seems to be a desire for power. Write 

an essay in which you discuss how a character in a novel or a drama 

struggles to free himself or herself from the power of others or seeks to 

gain power over others. Be sure to demonstrate in your essay how the 

author uses this power struggle to enhance the meaning of the work.



Essay #3 – Sample Prompts

The meaning of some literary works is often enhanced 

by sustained allusion to myths, the Bible, or other works 

of literature. Select a literary work that makes use of 

such a sustained reference. Then write a well-organized 

essay in which you explain the allusion that 

predominates in the work and analyze how it enhances 

the meaning of the work as a whole.



Essay #3 – Sample Prompts

A critic has said that one important measure of a 

superior work of literature is its ability to produce in the 

reader a healthy confusion of pleasure and disquietude. 

Select a literary work that produces this “healthy 

confusion.” Write an essay in which you explain the 

sources of the “pleasure and disquietude” experienced 

by the readers of the work and how this enhances the 

meaning of the work as a whole.



Essay #3 – The Open-Ended Essay

▪This essay will be anywhere from 3-6 paragraphs in length.  You will 

have 40 minutes to write it.

▪You will start the essay with a theme statement (like you wrote for 

BNW) which you will turn into a thesis statement.

▪Then, jump right into the body of your essay with the first example of 

HOW the author demonstrates that theme.

▪You will need to use specific characters or situations from the work to 

demonstrate how the theme is illustrated. 

▫This is the bullet points you just gathered as support.



• Let’s chat about those exemplar 

essays.

Head up to the board and jot down 

thoughts for each of the texts.



Head over to Classroom.

• Check out the college application essay 

assignment.

• Note that you’ll want to have a draft ready 

to go by next Tues 10/8 (M) & Weds 10/9 

(G) for writer’s workshop in class.



A few college app essay tips

• Use the essay to elaborate on something which is not otherwise evident in 

reading your application (ie. a talent, interest, political view, or achievement).

• Avoid writing about national and global issues—you’ll sound like a teenager 

trying to sound like an adult. Write what you know well. Also avoid the 3 

D’s—divorce, drugs, and depression. Try something different.

• Resist the temptation to let others speak for you. You might find the perfect 

quotation from a philosopher, poet, or politician. Don’t use it! Speak for 

yourself.

• Establish distance from your subject. Reflect. You don’t need to know the 

meaning of life at this point—that’s why you’re going to college! 

• Use details—with a purpose! Don’t just list adjectives or adverbs. In one essay, 

a Cornell applicant explained her father’s values by describing his hands, 

encrusted with dirt from a career a truck farmer. It worked.



Prepping for Socratic circles

1. Complete the Socratic circle graphic organizer to prepare for the 

seminar.

2. To do this, you’ll need to answer the questions with specific 

textual evidence and connection back to a theme from the novel

3. Additionally, craft two questions for Brave New World that 

connect back to Thomas Foster’s book How to Read Literature 

Like a Professor.

4. Write other questions or talking points, if there are missing 

topics you’d like to discuss.



Essay #3 – The Open-Ended Essay

▪This essay will be anywhere from 3-6 paragraphs in length.  You 

will have 40 minutes to write it.

▪You will start the essay with a theme statement (like you wrote 

for BNW) which you will turn into a thesis statement.

▪Then, jump right into the body of your essay with the first 

example of HOW the author demonstrates that theme.

▪You will need to use specific characters or situations from the 

work to demonstrate how the theme is illustrated.


